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■■THE TRUMP CARD

Bombshell My Friends ■

You might want to read it all.

Right now Trump is sitting on a stack of Trump cards or maybe an Uno Wild Draw 4

(more years) that he's just waiting to lay down like a Royal Flush.

He has court cases still pending that....
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will go to the Supreme Court and thanks to the Texas case, he now knows how to file it under article 3 not 2 so it will force

them to hear it.

He has the DNI report on Friday. If it isn’t released it does not matter. He personally has everything that he needs!
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Barr steps down on the 23rd (can now be a witness—he did his job).

Durham is a special counsel (can prosecute in any state). He’s letting civil, criminal, federal courts fail to handle the situation

properly so he can use military tribunals.

He has the data (all of it)..
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from NSA, the Kraken supercomputer, the Alice supercomputer, (and a couple others we haven’t heard about yet, too). 

 

He has the dueling electors from 7 states legislatures.
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He has Pence as final arbiter of which ballots to accept. Remember Pence is doing a job as a plea.. 
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deal. Yes he’s not anything you think he might be folks.

Trump also has the Insurrection Act, the NDAA, the national emergency, the 14th amendment, the 2018 executive order, the

2017 very first EO, the Patriot Act, the FISA warrants, the Declassification of everything...
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people swearing affidavits by the 1000s, the QR code scan guy who just needs access to some real ballots and he can

detect if they are fake by looking for creases and printing items using his scanner technology, he has all the statistical data

being analyzed, the videos,..
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emails, phone calls, bank transfer statements showing the coordination of the coup, he has RICO, he has the crimes against

humanity videos, Wikileaks just dropped a ton and Assange will be pardoned so he can talk about Seth Rich.

Now that the governors and secretary of..
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states certified and Biden accepted, they committed and knowingly agreed to treason. Solar Winds just raided and Dominion

closing up shop. Same with politicians and media. He has the C_A servers used to change dominion machines, he will soon

have access to the machines too.
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He baited them into staying in DC so they can be inaugurated, oops arrested.

Biden hasn’t accepted any transition money nor has Kamala given up her seat.

The military has infiltrated Antifa and BLM and he has the financials.

He knows which politicians took Chinese..
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and Soros money. 

 

He put in Miller and Watnick. 

 

He also just reduced D.U.M.B. regulations. 

 

And wrote an EO in the military line of succession.



 

He is defunding the C_A. 

 

He just replaced Kissinger and Allbright on the National Security Adv Board with his loyalists 
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The military has been flying more planes over America.

The Navy just parked huge fleets on both coasts.

The 82nd is preparing for an operation (same group Flynn and Donoghue belonged to).

Things are falling into place.

Quit worrying about Trump people!...
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He has it all.

He is just laying out the case, building the narrative.

He knows he won and they cheated.

He gave them the chance to fix things.

They chose not to.

Now they all go down.

Trump card!

■BOOM
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